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The mountains ... they break forth with joy... mountains and hills will'... singing.

That Is 'very plainly 4tture- a figure. That is a figure of happiness and joy

in nature. All nature participates it. When you say that certain plants and

other plants are going to come up, what would that be a figure; of? Now, you might

say that that is a figure of the change of humanity instead of the desert plants and

tees.,. going to b replaced by the men who serve the Lord. It is like some

cases... Possibly, but if you could do that ... the land.., on step further yet to

do it. .. That is pretty hard.. It looks like a complete replacement... It is
removal of

Just like a meebe-... a substitute for another.., looks like a natural .,. does

not seem natural to say like the trees.., clapping their hands.., the mountains
00. in

and hil singing... so.it seems to me that that has/a literal sense but the

important. thing i that one particular thing ... ; simply indicating the' general joy

of ... It does not seem to fit ... It seems to require the meaning ,.. in a literal

sense.., the important thing is that one particular desert.., myrtle tree...

but that height of the transformation of the nature is ... it seems to be fitting to
the

natural world. If it is "spiritul world, then the case of w&1-- It seems to be

stretching too far to make it ... this is the '( spiritual world, and if it is the

spiritual world, then tt-might the-ceee- it might be the case where wolves and

lambs shall gather together ... the, important thing is that wolves would not hurt

the lambs, and the lambs would not have to )(fear the wolves.... It definitely

requires ... Isaiah 11. reqtiJres external peace and .. .. these are figures for

human beings. This field ee- is external ... lambs and wolves are going to

live toge(ther without he- harm and fear. That is a wonderful scriptural

thought. That is a wonderthl scriptural thaught. That is the chapter ..
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